Where the souls of Giants
come to rest...
Located in the Eastern Cape, South Africa Bellevue Forest Reserve is
the ideal break away into the wild to forget about the everyday hustle
and bustle. Accommodating families with children, honeymooncouples and young travelers we have exactly the ADVENTURE for you.
With its origins emerging from a time long forgotten and being born
from an old railway village and farm land, has now over time become
a private game reserve of vast natural beauty. Set inside this 2500m²
reserve of indigenous bush-veld are our two unique Lodges.

modern African extravagance
Crowning the ridge amongst magnificent age-old indigenous Milkwood Trees,
Elephants Lodge overlooks the endless valleys of the Bellevue Forest
Reserve. Teeming with wildlife and where a world of intrigue awaits you.
Game drives, walking safaris and daily activities are some of the excursions
we offer to guests. Chldren are welcome.

a truly magical setting awaits
As the name implies, the StarGazer Camp is the perfect place to forget about
the world around you and become part of the endless expanse of the heavens.
Roof’s and walls are replaced by trees draped with hanging lanterns,
romantically enveloping an inviting bed so when the lights go out, your suite
is magically illuminated by the stars above.
A more romantic night one could not imagine.

Experiences
GIRAFFE WALK

Experience a unique close adventure walk with our tallest wildlife members in the
reserve. This experience incorporates a mini game drive on the Reserve to locate the
giraffe and affords the guests the opportunity to observe some of the plains game
along the way. Once located, guests embark on foot to experience the Giraffe from up
close and personal.
It is also an exciting and a safe safari for young children to experience.

Buffalo Feeding Tour
A Unique opportunity to get up close to our magnificent Cape Buffalo and member
of the Big 5 .Our resident breeding herd offers the chance of allowing guests the rare
opportunity to see and learn more about what are considered South Africa’s most
dangerous of the Big 5. Children are welcome.

Tooth & Claw Safari
Guests are treated to close encounters with a large variety of game species, including
lion, elephant, buffalo, zebra, rhino, crocodile and many more.
The Game Drive is followed by dinner, usually a mix of safari cuisine and traditional
South African cooking, which is enjoyed around large open aired
lapa and camp fires.

WILDLIFE
Exclusive personalised Addo Big 5 Safaris. Where you will experience breath-taking
wildlife sightings as only Africa can provide. Alternatively experience the plains
game close-up on a personalised game drive on our very own Private Bellevue
Forest Reserve.

Celestial Stargazing Safaris
Experience the bush at a celestial level. Embark on a personalised guided nature walk
with a difference under the African night sky and discover the nocturnal 5.
Enjoy learning more about our unique constellations in the Southern Hemisphere with
an experienced game ranger.
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